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Andrea Boschetti and Alberto Francini are the 
founders and leading architects of Metrogramma 
Studio of Architecture and Urban Planning.  The 
studio was established about 7 years ago (1999) 
with 20 collaborators.

andreaboschetti albertofrancini

Metrogramma explores multiple design themes con-
cerning the contemporary city and are 
extremely involved with urban investigations          
Conducts extensive urban research, borrowing methods from 
Rem Koolhaas and Massimiliano Fuksas

alberto Francini: assistant professor in urban design at Politecnico di Milano
andrea Boschetti: professor of architecture and urban design at Politecnico di Torino

metrogramma

Involved as consultant in development and research of Bolzano city
Meta-planning studies on subjects related to scarcity of space in the 
Valley of Bolzano and its possible development scenarios
2 books: Il potesi di densificazione Urbana a Bolzano (4hypothesis of 
urban densification in Bolzano), Superinfrastrutture: Insediamenti 
Produttivi ad alta Densità (Super infrastructures: high density produc-
tive settlements).
For this research won: “Medaglia D’oro dell’Archittettura Italiana” 
(gold medal of the Italian Architeture) and “Premio Giunigi Città di 
Lucca” (“Giunigi award: City of Lucca”

Received nomination at the final stage of the International Prize of 
Architecture “Mies van de Rohe 2002”

Invited to participate at 7th biennial exhibition of architecture in 
Venice 2000

Specializes in complex infrastructural studies



two parts: architectural and cultural traditions
not appear as a strong urbanized city

(german and italian)
from the outside and inside not a single city
couldn’t even tell one “flat, compact and confined city to it from the mountains”
looks like any other city

future urban growth of the city

Bolzano
Meta-planning studies on subjects related to 
scarcity of space in the Valley of Bolzano 
and its possible development scenarios

Bolzano contemporary city:  4 metaprogettuali scenes
(flat, confined and hidden/constrained by the mountains)

to accommodate the land around the city that is still growing without 
sacrificing any ecological loss to landscape



pieces of a puzzle
that fit together to make
a better unified bolzano?
incorporates all density
of the 4 city like populations?
must think of the ecological
interwovenness of directional growth
not monodirectional?

agro city
agricultural campaign

poli city
mountain reliefs 

border city
the lateral hard edges

city in
traditional essence 



The section diagram shows how cars will be able to drive up the ramps, facilitating deliveries.

Lombardy HQ / Milan
Metrogramma calls its S-shaped 
complex for the Lombardy govern-
ment headquarters in Milan—shown 
in plan and rendering—a “superin-
frastructure,” a megastructure that 
contains multiple programs.

Ex-Iveco / Bolzano
Commissioned by Consortium Ten, an artist group 
based in Bolzano, this live-work artist complex is 
expected to be completed in 2007.

Another view of the future Lombardy government headquarters. 

 
 Diagrams map various programmatic details of the HQ. 

Centro_servizi Calliano On the facade, mechanical wooden window shades 
fold to let natural light into the interior.
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is there a relationship between Berlusconi’s milano 2 and bolzano?

what was their inspiration to do urban investigations (and to consistently do wicked hard studies) ?

optimizing space? texture? materials? is that what drives the physical form creations of the structures 

do you generate one form pattern and recreate it throughout the structure?

you’re creating these forms to better the living experience
of the citizens of the city, so what communicative experience
do you want these people to feel? what transcendent experience
are they subconsciously suppose to feel?

have you looked at christopher alexander’s pattern languages when studying the complexity of the city’s infrastructure? 

is your par ti the superinfrastructure and is that what drives your innovative forms for each dif ferent project?

questione
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